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PPG Announces Dazzling
Additions to Ditzler Big Flake Line
PPG Automotive Refinish has supplemented its
Ditzler Big Flake product line with seven brilliant
new flakes. The addition brings to 13 the number of
Ditzler Big Flake selections available. The popular
flakes, intended for use with PPG’s Vibrance
Collection brand of custom colors and special effect
finishes, add intense color and sparkle to custom
car, truck or motorcycle finishes and are frequently
found on award-winning show vehicles. The new
flakes are mini gold, mini silver, red, orange, blue,
purple and green and are coded VM4420 through
VM4426, respectively.
“Painters and designers will now have even more
flake options when allowing their imaginations to
run free,” said Jennifer Boros, PPG brand
manager, premium solvent-borne brands. “In
combination with our Vibrance Collection products,
the dazzling effects that can be created are almost
limitless. Adding more choices to the Ditzler Big
Flake line is part of PPG’s commitment to give our
customers everything they need to turn out the
custom finishes they want.”
Ditzler Big Flake products can be used to create a
broad spectrum of basecoat and tricoat custom
color formulations. The large flakes can be added
directly to basecoats or used as a ground coat for
Radiance II midcoats. They can also be added to
color blenders or PPG’s Radiance II and used as a
midcoat or pearlcoat effect.

Start the New Year off by taking advantage of the
training that PPG has to offer. Today, insurance
companies are demanding more from the body
shops and you need to know how to be as efficient
as possible.
PPG offers painter certification along with the
MVP training (ppgmvp.com) for management
and office staff. It can be an estimating class to
help you get the most out of an estimate or a
marketing class to help you get that extra bang
for the buck in your advertising.
The bottom line is that in order to stay competitive
in today’s market, you must invest in
improvements to yourself and your business
through education.
We all say we don’t have time to go to a class but
in reality you can’t afford not to go. Make a
commitment to attend a training class in 2013.
Check with the staff at Auto Body Supply or
ppgrefinish.com for a class schedule.

IWATA WS400
SUPER NOVA

The NEW WS400 with the patented
“LV Technology” nozzle design combines a
higher fluid delivery that facilitates a faster
smoother application.The result is a higher
transfer efficiency rate resulting in greater
material savings.

